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Abstract12

Anvil clouds cover extensive areas of the tropics, and their response to global warming13

can affect cloud feedbacks and climate sensitivity. A growing number of models and the-14

ories suggest that, when the tropical atmosphere warms, anvil clouds rise and their cov-15

erage decreases, but observational support for this behavior remains limited. Here we16

use 10 years of measurements from the spaceborne CALIPSO lidar to analyze the ver-17

tical distribution of clouds and isolate the behavior of anvil clouds. On the interannual18

time-scale, we find a strong evidence for anvils rise and coverage decrease in response19

to tropical warming. Using meteorological reanalyses, we show that this is associated with20

an increase in static stability and with a reduction in clear-sky radiatively-driven mass21

convergence at the anvils height. These relationships hold over a large range of spatial22

scales. This is consistent with the stability Iris mechanism suggested by theory and mod-23

eling studies.24

Plain Language Summary25

Anvil clouds cover about 40% of the tropics. Their response to global warming, es-26

pecially changes in their height or in their horizontal extent, has the potential to affect27

the Earth’s surface temperature. By analyzing 10 years of observations of the vertical28

distribution of clouds from a spaceborne lidar, we show that the anvils rise and reduce29

their coverage during the years that are anomalously warm. By using meteorological re-30

analyses, we further show that this behavior is consistent with the stability Iris effect sug-31

gested by theory and modeling studies. These results improve our physical understand-32

ing of the response of tropical clouds to warming, and present relationships that may be33

used to test climate models.34

1 Introduction35

Anvil clouds cover extensive areas of the tropics, reflect solar radiation and reduce36

outgoing long-wave radiation. In case global warming would affect their height and cov-37

erage, this could influence climate sensitivity (Zelinka & Hartmann, 2010; Hartmann,38

2016; Su et al., 2017). The Fixed Anvil Temperature (FAT) hypothesis states that anvils39

rise nearly isothermally when the tropics warm (Hartmann & Larson, 2002). Accord-40

ing to FAT, anvils are formed by convective detrainment, and the altitude of maximum41

detrainment is constrained, through mass conservation, by the convergence of mass in42

the surrounding clear-sky upper troposphere. The latter is due to the vertical gradient43

of subsidence, which is primarily driven by the decrease with height of the radiative cool-44

ing by water vapor. The variation of water vapor with height is very much constrained45

by the Clausius-Clapeyron thermodynamical relationship, and therefore the tempera-46

ture at which the clear-sky radiative cooling drops is relatively invariant with surface tem-47

perature. When the surface warms, it rises in step with the isotherms, and therefore the48

peaks of the clear-sky radiatively-driven mass convergence and of the associated convec-49

tive detrainment rise. Zelinka and Hartmann (2010) refined this theory and formulated50

the Proportionally Higher Anvil Temperature (PHAT) hypothesis, which states that anvils51

do not rise strictly isothermally but slightly warm instead, due to the sharp increase of52

static stability with height in the upper troposphere. Several studies have provided ob-53

servational support for this theory, showing the rise of high clouds during the very strong54

1997-98 El Niño event (Xu et al., 2005), the invariance of high clouds temperature rel-55

ative to surface temperature over a 6-months period (Xu et al., 2007; Eitzen et al., 2009),56

and the good correspondence between vertical profiles of cloud fraction and radiatively-57

driven clear-sky mass convergence over a 10-months period (Kubar et al., 2007). These58

observations were then confirmed on longer periods of 4 to 6 years (Zelinka & Hartmann,59

2011; Li et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2017).60
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Analyzing geostationary satellite data, Lindzen et al. (2001) suggested that anvils61

also reduce their coverage when the tropics warms. This behavior was referred to as an62

“Iris effect”, by analogy with the eye’s iris. These observational results have been rebut-63

ted, primarily on methodological grounds (Hartmann & Michelsen, 2002; Del Genio &64

Kovari, 2002). Nevertheless, whether or not an Iris effect operates in climate remains an65

open question (Bony et al., 2015; Mauritsen & Stevens, 2015). Zelinka and Hartmann66

(2011) observed a reduction in the tropical high clouds cover when the tropics warm, us-67

ing various satellite data including CloudSat radar observations (Stephens et al., 2017),68

which were only available for 4 years at that time (including one El Niño event and one69

La Niña event). Choi et al. (2017) focused on the western tropical Pacific, and observed70

that convective clouds “concentrate” when the sea surface temperature rises. However,71

observing such a limited region does not allow to conclude on inherent cloud responses72

to surface temperature changes, since cloud systems can shift in and out of the box, due73

to dynamical effects. More recently, using various satellite observations over 13 years for74

the longest, Su et al. (2017) and Liu et al. (2017) reported a decrease of tropical high75

cloud fraction in response to interannual surface warming. Su et al. (2017) proposed that76

it was linked to the tightening of the ascending branch of the Hadley circulation, although77

the mechanism underlying the cloud fraction decrease was not investigated in details.78

In models, tropical warming can also be associated with a reduction of anvils cov-79

erage (Tompkins & Craig, 1999; Zelinka & Hartmann, 2010; Khairoutdinov & Emanuel,80

2013; Bony et al., 2016; Su et al., 2017; Cronin & Wing, 2017). With the idea that the81

reduction of anvils coverage could be linked to their elevation and to PHAT, Bony et al.82

(2016) proposed a thermodynamic “stability Iris” hypothesis. As the tropics warm, the83

anvils rise and find themselves in a more stable atmosphere, due to the lower air pres-84

sure that increases static stability. The stability Iris hypothesis states that the increased85

stability reduces the magnitude of the radiatively-driven clear-sky mass convergence at86

the height of anvil clouds, thus weakening convective detrainment at that height, lead-87

ing to a reduction of the anvils coverage. Several climate models and convection-resolving88

models have provided support for this hypothesis (Zelinka & Hartmann, 2010; Bony et89

al., 2016; Cronin & Wing, 2017), but the existence of the stability Iris effect in Nature90

remains an open question.91

To investigate the existence of the stability Iris effect in observations, we use lidar92

observations derived from the A-train Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satel-93

lite Observations CALIPSO (Stephens et al., 2017; Winker et al., 2017), together with94

ERA5 meteorological reanalyses (Hersbach et al., 2019). Lidar measurements from CALIPSO95

provide the most accurate cloud vertical profile measurements without time drift (Winker96

et al., 2007, 2017) and on a very fine vertical resolution (60 m). Here we use 10 years97

of data, that include two El Niño and three La Niña events, to examine the behavior of98

the anvil cloud fraction as the tropics undergo warming or cooling events. In order to99

test the robustness of our results, and to determine whether they could emerge at coarser100

vertical resolutions of climate models, we also use the GCM-oriented CALIPSO Cloud101

Product GOCCP (Chepfer et al., 2010). We further investigate the existence of PHAT102

in these observations, as well as the spatial scale at which PHAT and the stability Iris103

potentially hold.104

2 Data and methods105

2.1 Detection of anvils in CALIPSO observations106

In this study, we refer to anvils as the detraining top of deep convective clouds, which107

lie above 8 km in the tropics (Yuan et al., 2011). To identify tropical anvils, we use the108

monthly-mean three dimensional cloud fraction derived from the lidar level 3 cloud oc-109

currence product (CAL LID L3 Cloud Occurrence-Standard-V1-00, Winker (2018)), here-110

after CALIPSO-Cloud-Occurrence. CALIPSO-Cloud-Occurrence is gridded on 2° lat-111
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itude × 2.5° longitude and on the native CALIOP vertical resolution of 60 m (344 ver-112

tical levels). We use it over the tropical belt (30N-30S), averaged over day and night,113

from June 2006 to December 2016 (10 years). CALIPSO-Cloud-Occurrence is used through-114

out the study except for what is related to Figure 4b in section 4.1, where results are repli-115

cated using GOCCP instead (Chepfer et al., 2010), which provides the monthly-mean116

cloud fraction gridded on a 2°×2° horizontal grid with a degraded vertical resolution of117

480 m (40 vertical levels), from June 2006 to December 2017 (11 years). In this case, GOCCP118

is used to determine whether our results can emerge at coarser vertical resolutions of Gen-119

eral Circulation Models (GCMs), indicating whether the ability of climate models to re-120

produce these results can be tested.121

For each month and location (2°×2.5° gridbox), we define the altitude and the cloud122

fraction of anvil clouds, resp. Zanv and CFanv, where there is a local maximum of op-123

tically thick but non-opaque ice clouds coverage (optical depth 0.3 ≤ τ < 5), impos-124

ing that this maximum occurs above 8 km and that its cloud fraction exceeds a thresh-125

old value referred to as CFc (we use CFc = 0.03). If there are several local maxima,126

we consider the closest to the cloud fraction centroid. Locations that are cloud-free or127

where no maximum exceeds CFc are masked and ignored when tropically-averaging Zanv128

or CFanv. With CALIPSO-Cloud-Occurrence only, local maxima are identified from the129

smoothed cloud fraction profile, using a 480-meters running window (smoothing is only130

used for this purpose). Note that our results do not critically depend on the method used131

to locate the anvils altitude (not shown).132

This definition of anvils excludes clear-sky regions and regions with a low cloud frac-133

tion, as well as subvisible cirrus clouds, and the cores of deep convective clouds. These134

choices will be tested and discussed in section 4. As will be shown, the conclusions of135

this study do not critically depend on the value of CFc, nor on the exact range of op-136

tical depths considered. Figure 1a shows the annual-mean cloud fraction profile averaged137

over locations where anvils have been detected (locations void of anvils are ignored), within138

the tropical belt (30N-30S), considering thick but non-opaque ice clouds with CFanv ≥139

0.03.140

a) b) c)

Figure 1. Vertical profiles, averaged over the tropics and over 2006-2016, of: a) cloud fraction

averaged over locations with anvils only (blue) and radiatively-driven clear-sky mass convergence

(∂ωr/∂p, orange), b) atmospheric static stability (S, red) and temperature (grey), c) clear-sky

radiative cooling (Qr, purple) and radiatively-driven clear-sky pressure velocity (ωr, green).

2.2 Clear-sky variables from ERA5141

According to PHAT, anvils form at the altitude of the peak of upper-tropospheric142

horizontal mass divergence in convective regions, which coincides with a peak of radiatively-143
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driven mass convergence in clear-sky regions (Hartmann & Larson, 2002; Zelinka & Hart-144

mann, 2010). The radiatively-driven clear-sky pressure velocity (ωr, positive downward)145

and divergence (Dr) are diagnosed as:146

Dr = max

(
∂ωr

∂p

)
, with ωr =

Qr

S
and S =

T

p

R

cp
− ∂T

∂p
(1)

where Qr is the clear-sky radiative cooling rate, p the air pressure, S the static sta-147

bility, T the temperature, R the gas constant, cp the isobaric specific heat of dry air.148

We use monthly mean clear-sky radiative cooling, temperature and pressure from149

ERA5 reanalyses in the tropics, horizontally regridded onto the CALIPSO-Cloud-Occurrence150

2°×2.5° grid, with a vertical resolution of about 300 m in the upper troposphere (137 ver-151

tical levels in the whole atmosphere), from June 2006 to December 2017. We compute152

the peak of upper-tropospheric horizontal mass divergence at each month and location,153

which is simply defined as its maximum. The altitude of this peak is referred to as ZDr.154

Figures 1b and 1c show that the annual-mean tropically-averaged Qr (in purple)155

weakens in the upper-troposphere above 10 km, while S (in red) sharply increases above156

12 km. As a consequence, the radiatively-driven clear-sky subsidence (ωr, in green) weak-157

ens above 10 km. Following this, Figure 1a shows that the radiatively-driven clear-sky158

mass convergence (∂ωr/∂p, in orange) peaks near 12 km, at about 216 K (Fig. 1b), and159

the anvils cloud fraction profile (in blue) peaks near 12.5 km, at about 214 K. The anvils160

cloud fraction profile thus exhibits a clear correspondence with the radiatively-driven clear-161

sky mass convergence profile.162

2.3 Surface temperatures from HadCRUT4163

Monthly land and sea surface temperatures (Ts) are derived from HadCRUT4 (Morice164

et al., 2012) in the tropics, from June 2006 to December 2017. The Oceanic Niño Index165

(ONI, Golden Gate Weather Services) indicates that the 11-year period, or the 10-year166

period from 2006 to 2016, includes one strong (2009-2010) and one very strong (2015-167

2016) El Niño events, two strong (2007-2008, 2010-2011) and one moderate (2011-2012)168

La Niña events. El Niño years correspond to the highest tropical-mean surface temper-169

ature and La Niña years to the lowest.170

3 Evidence for PHAT and the stability Iris effect171

We consider yearly means, computed by averaging each year from July to June,172

in order to capture the response to El Niño/La Niña-induced surface temperature changes,173

that will be maximum during boreal winter (we compute tropically-averaged yearly anoma-174

lies as 〈x〉year−〈x〉2006−2016, where the overbar denotes tropical averaging, brackets de-175

note time averaging, year refers to each year within 2006-2016, and x can be Zanv, TS ,176

ZDr
, or other variables).177

On the tropical and interannual scales, strong correlations of Zanv and ZDr
with178

the tropical-mean surface temperature confirm that both anvils and Dr rise as the trop-179

ics warm (r = 0.87 and r = 0.94, respectively, Figures 2a and 2b). The altitudes of180

both anvils and Dr are the highest during the very strong 2015-2016 El Niño, relative181

to the rest of the 10-year record, with anvils forming about 100 m higher than on av-182

erage (Figure 2a). During that very strong El Niño year, the air temperature at around183

12 km increased by about 0.84 K relative to the 10-year average, while the anvils tem-184

perature remained at approximately the same temperature, changing by only 0.006 K185

(not shown). The altitude of anvils varies in phase with the altitude of the divergence186

peak Dr, as shown by the correlation of r = 0.95 between Zanv and ZDr
, with a slope187

that is not statistically different from 1 (Figure 2c). All these findings support the PHAT188
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hypothesis. Note that models rather predict that anvils migrate more than the diver-189

gence peak (Zelinka & Hartmann, 2010).190

a) Zanv against Ts b) ZDr against Ts
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Figure 2. Scatterplots showing tropically-averaged yearly anomalies (each dot is a July-to-

June year, anomalous relative to the time-mean over 2006-2016). Linear regressions are also

reported (black lines) together with the Pearson correlation coefficient r, the p-value and the

slope. Colors show the tropical-mean surface temperature anomaly and numbers in (a) give the

corresponding year of El Niño (red) and La Niña (blue) events. The relationships involve the

anvils altitude Zanv, the tropical surface temperature TS and the divergence peaks altitude ZDr .

In addition to PHAT, Figure 3a shows that tropical warming is associated with a191

reduced anvils coverage (negative correlation between CFanv and Ts, r = −0.97). This192

supports the existence of an Iris effect, as defined by a reduction of anvils coverage as-193

sociated with tropical warming.194

Moreover, the decrease of anvils coverage is associated with a weakening of the ra-195

diative divergence peak Dr, as shown by the correlation between CFanv and Dr of r =196

0.84 (Figure 3b). This supports the idea that anvils are tightly linked to the peak of the197

radiatively-driven clear-sky convergence: not only their altitudes but also their ampli-198

tudes vary in phase.199

As the clear-sky radiative cooling profile (Qr) shifts upward, the vertical gradient200

of the radiatively-driven subsidence (∂ωr/∂p) becomes less steep because of the stronger201

stability (S), which weakens the divergence peak Dr (Eq. 1). This is supported by the202

negative correlation between Dr and the stability at the level of Dr (SDr ), of r = −0.82203

(Figure 3c). This all happens in response to tropical warming, as shown by the corre-204

lation between SDr
and Ts of r = 0.89 (Figure 3d). To summarize, the reduction of both205

Dr and CFanv is associated with an increase of static stability at the height of anvils,206

in response to tropical warming. Although causality cannot be determined from obser-207

vations, these relationships are fully consistent with the stability Iris mechanism.208

4 Spatial scale and robustness of the observed relationships209

4.1 Varying spatial scale, critical anvil cloud fraction and vertical res-210

olution211

To test the robustness of our results, we assess the sensitivity of the PHAT rela-212

tionships shown on Figures 2a and 2c (Zanv against TS and against ZDr
), the Iris effect213

and the stability Iris effect relationships shown on Figures 3a and 3b (CFanv against TS214
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a) CFanv against Ts b) CFanv against Dr

c) Dr against SDr
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Figure 3. As Figure 2, but for other relationships involving the anvils cloud fraction CFanv,

the divergence peak Dr, the tropical-mean surface temperature TS and the stability at Dr level

(SDr ).

and against Dr), to the value of the CFc threshold used to identify anvils. Figure 4a shows215

that all relationships remain strong (|r| ≥ 0.7) and significant (p-value< 0.05) for CFc216

ranging from 0 to 0.13.217

PHAT and the stability Iris hypothesis relate the altitude and coverage of anvils218

to the radiatively-driven convergence in surrounding clear-sky regions. However, the scale219

of this “surrounding” is unclear. Thompson et al. (2017) observed that PHAT holds on220

zonal averages at each latitude. This leads to the following question: over which spatial221

scale does the balance between clear-sky convergence and convective detrainment hold?222

To answer this question, we use the different values of CFc tested above, because223

they affect the tropical coverage of identified anvils. For example, CFc = 0 (i.e. CFanv >224

0) means that anvils are defined where there is a cloud fraction maximum in the upper225

troposphere without any constraint on the magnitude of this maximum (in this case anvils226

are present in about 83% of the 2°×2.5° grid-points of the tropics on average), while CFc =227

0.13 (i.e. CFanv ≥ 0.13) means that anvils are only detected where the cloud fraction228

maximum in the upper troposphere exceeds 0.13 (represents about 30% of the 2°×2.5°229

grid-points of the tropics on average, Figure 4a). On the other hand, the clear-sky re-230

gions (hence Dr and ZDr ) are so far considered over the whole tropical belt in all cases231

(30N-30S). The PHAT, Iris and stability Iris relationships are thus already shown to be232

well observed at the tropics scale, since they remain strong even when some clear-sky233

regions are remote from the identified anvils (for all values of CFc).234
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Figure 4. Evolution of linear regressions shown on Figures 2a, 2c, 3a and 3b with varying the

spatial scale and critical cloud fraction CFc, with Calipso-Cloud-Occurrence (a) and GOCCP

(b), and with varying optical depths of selected anvils (c). Color bars give the absolute value of

the Pearson correlation coefficients r. Hatched light bars indicate that p-value≥ 0.05. The grey

line gives the average percentage of the tropics covered by identified anvils. a, b) The last case

(Anvil scale) is when the definition of TS , Dr and ZDr is restricted to locations with anvils. c)

Only clouds of a certain range of optical depths (τ) are considered, above 8 km: all clouds (ice

and water), ice opaque clouds, and ice non-opaque clouds within different τ ranges. The dashed

blue line gives the average altitude of selected anvils Zanv in annual-mean. The dotted brown

horizontal line indicates the annual-mean value of ZDr , averaged over the whole tropics. a, c)

Categories in bold correspond to the results shown in section 3.
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We now restrict the definition of the clear-sky surroundings to the immediate vicin-235

ity of anvils which exceed a strong cloud fraction threshold, by computing Dr and ZDr236

only on locations where anvils have been detected with CFanv ≥ 0.13 (the surface tem-237

perature is also considered only on these same locations). In this case, we choose the strongest238

CFc threshold because it corresponds to the smallest scale we can investigate, as most239

clear-sky regions are then remote from the identified anvils. These remote clear-sky re-240

gions are thus fully ignored and relationships can be examined at the anvil scale (or lo-241

cal scale). The corresponding correlation coefficients are shown on Figure 4a at the ex-242

treme right of the plot, and remain strong and significant for all four relationships. The243

same results are obtained when using the total cloud fraction (that is, not restricting to244

ice thick non-opaque clouds), with all correlations remaining strong and significant for245

the whole range of spatial scales (not shown). The PHAT, Iris and stability Iris relation-246

ships thus hold both at the large scale, such as those of the Hadley-Walker circulations,247

and at the scale of the close surroundings of the anvils, within a few hundred kilometers.248

We now replicate this analysis with the GCM-oriented GOCCP product, which de-249

tects and diagnoses the total cloud fraction assuming a coarser vertical resolution of the250

lidar backscatter signal, of 480 m instead of 60 m. Here again, depending on the CFc251

threshold used to define anvils, anvils cover either 99% (with CFanv > 0), or about 70%252

(with CFanv ≥ 0.07), or about 30% (with CFanv ≥ 0.23) of the 2°×2° grid-points of253

the tropics on average (Figure 4b). Although all four correlations weaken with GOCCP,254

they are still significant when anvils cover 99%, 70% or 30% of the tropics (|r| > 0.6).255

Only at the anvil scale, where clear-sky regions are restricted to the immediate vicin-256

ity of anvils selected with a strong threshold (CFanv ≥ 0.23), evidence of the stabil-257

ity Iris effect becomes faint but is still detectable (r = 0.52 with p-value = 0.0992). There-258

fore the PHAT, Iris and stability Iris relationships remain detectable with a degraded259

vertical resolution of about 500 m, although with better significance when clear-sky re-260

gions encompass more than the immediate vicinity of anvils.261

4.2 Influence of the anvils optical depth262

So far, our definition of anvil clouds has been restricted to thick but non-opaque263

ice clouds (0.3 ≤ τ < 5). Figure 4c compares the correlation coefficients for the PHAT,264

Iris and stability Iris relationships when using a range of optical depths. Note that the265

value of CFc is adapted in each case to remain proportional to the maximum of the annual-266

mean tropically-averaged cloud fraction profile; practically CFc = 0.42×max(〈CF 〉).267

As the optical depth decreases, the altitude of the selected clouds increases, going up to268

15 km for thin ice clouds (τ < 0.01), consistent with the persistent occurrence of sub-269

visible cirrus clouds near the tropical tropopause (e.g. Wang et al. (1994); Jensen et al.270

(1996, 1999)). On the other hand, the altitude of opaque ice clouds, which correspond271

to the cores of deep convective clouds, is around 12 km.272

The PHAT relationships remain strong and significant for all optical depths (r >273

0.7), meaning that the altitude of all high clouds (opaque, thick or thin) is correlated274

with TS and ZDr
. PHAT thus seems to hold for anvils as well as for high cirrus clouds,275

which is consistent with the vertical structure of the atmosphere, including cirrus clouds276

near the tropopause, rising approximately in step with the atmospheric isotherms as the277

tropics warm (Gage & Reid, 1986; Lu et al., 2008).278

The Iris and stability Iris relationships remain strong and significant for most non-279

opaque ice clouds (|r| > 0.7 for τ ≥ 0.03), except for high subvisible cirrus clouds (|r| <280

0.5 for τ < 0.01). This suggests that the cloud fraction of subvisible clouds is dominated281

by in-situ cirrus clouds, which form when ice condensates near the tropopause rather than282

being directly injected from deep convection, regardless of the stability Iris effect. The283

Iris and stability Iris relationships are also weak and non-significant for ice opaque clouds284

(0.5 < |r| < 0.6 for Iris and r < 0.4 for stability Iris), which are found at the deepest285
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cores of convective systems (as suggested by their relatively low altitude, tropical cov-286

erage and strong optical depth). This suggests that the cloud fraction of deep convec-287

tive cores is less constrained by the upper-tropospheric clear-sky mass divergence than288

the cloud fraction of detrained anvils. Following this, the ratio of CFanv for opaque ice289

clouds to CFanv for thick but non-opaque ice clouds (0.3 ≤ τ < 5) is the greatest (0.88)290

during the hottest 2015-2016 El Niño year, and the second lowest (0.83) during the cold-291

est 2007-2008 La Niña year, although there is no correlation with TS on the 10-year pe-292

riod (not shown).293

5 Conclusions294

Interannual variations of the anvils cloud fraction, inferred from 10 years of CALIPSO295

measurements, show that the anvils coverage is reduced when the tropics are anomalously296

warm. ERA5 reanalyses further show that the altitude and extent of anvils vary in phase297

with the altitude and strength of the radiatively-driven clear-sky mass convergence peak,298

and that both are tightly linked to the static stability profile. As the tropics warm, the299

peak of the clear-sky radiatively-driven mass convergence rises, and weakens because of300

the increase in stability with height, resulting in a reduced anvil cloud fraction. High sub-301

visible cirrus clouds and deep-convective clouds also rise in step with temperature, but302

only the cloud fraction of anvil clouds is reduced with warming, consistent with the sta-303

bility Iris effect. Robust, consistent and highly significant relationships derived from 10 years304

of CALIPSO observations provide a strong observational support for both the PHAT and305

the stability Iris hypotheses. Observations further show that PHAT and the stability Iris306

effect hold over a large range of spatial scales. This suggests that clear-sky regions can307

influence anvils both in the vicinity of clouds and remotely over long distances.308

At the interannual scale, tropical warming anomalies generally coincide with El Niño309

events. Although the interannual and the longer-term climate change responses to trop-310

ical warming cannot be directly compared, theoretically PHAT and the stability Iris ef-311

fect can hold in both contexts. Whether or not the relationship with temperature shown312

here actually applies to longer-term global warming, remains an open question. Beyond313

surface warming, anthropogenically-induced changes in upper-tropospheric CO2 and ozone314

concentrations might change the static stability profile, and thus potentially overwhelm315

the stability Iris effect (Harrop & Hartmann, 2012). CO2-induced changes in the atmo-316

spheric overturning circulation (Bony et al., 2013) could also influence the altitude and317

coverage of tropical anvils. The continuation of spaceborne lidar measurements on the318

long term will allow us to monitor these changes. Although the evidence for the stabil-319

ity Iris effect is stronger when using highly vertically-resolved lidar measurements, it re-320

mains when using data at coarser vertical resolutions. This suggests that GOCCP could321

be used to test the ability of climate models to reproduce this effect. This will consti-322

tute a necessary, albeit not sufficient, test of the credibility of the predicted behavior of323

anvil clouds with temperature in the models.324

Finally, we emphasize that the stability Iris hypothesis does not imply anything325

about the radiative impact of the anvils behavior. The rise of anvils with warming is known326

to produce a positive climate feedback (Zelinka & Hartmann, 2010). The decrease of anvils327

coverage with warming can be associated with both an increase in the outgoing longwave328

radiation and a decrease in planetary albedo. It can also enhance the exposure to space329

of low-level clouds, which may also impact the overall planetary albedo. Whether one330

effect dominates over the other is unknown a priori, and will require a specific study.331
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